Modernizations for your machine control and Windows Embedded Standard 10

Machine Upgrades

Increased working reliability of Fette Compacting tablet presses through the use of cutting edge software and technology.

If you are still operating older tablet presses featuring the corresponding technology, there is a risk of longer breakdowns, because some control components are no longer available.

In the case of an unplanned breakdown, the machine repair and necessary upgrade takes up to two months excluding your individual validation. During this time the tablet press is not able to run and is not available for production.

Therefore we recommend upgrading your machine control within the framework of a planned modernization, thereby maximizing the availability of your machines and reducing risk. All upgrade packages include Windows Embedded Standard 10.

Features
+ Up-to-date technology
+ Latest data and network security standards
+ 21 CFR Part 11 conform data archiving
+ More powerful terminal CPU
+ OPC UA interface option available

Benefits
+ High availability of spare parts and short delivery times
+ Higher reliability of production
+ Best service opportunities
+ Possible and safe network integration in IoT environment
+ FDA approved reporting
+ Fluid and optimized operations
+ Easy interface setup

Available for:
- i Series
  102i/1200i, 2090i, 2200i, 3090i, 3090i H2, 3200i, 4090i
- FE Series
  FE35, FE55, FE75
- P Series
  P1010, P1200, P2020, P2200, P3030, P3200
- PT Series
  PT2090, PT3090, PT4090
- All WIP-Series

Ask for consultation and receive your individual quotation
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